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CHAPTER ONE  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Study  

 

God has been created human with each own personality. Every human has unique 

personality which can be identify theirself. The personality itself , it can be seen 

from their behaviour, action, attitude, and mind. However, personality is not only 

a gift from God, but it also can be influenced from environment. People’s 

personality influenced by enviroment, it could change people being good or bad 

person. Moreover, Personality is a part of pyschlogy study.  

“Psychology is truly the study of all behavior and mental 

process over the entire life spend. Psychology is the study of 

human behavior normal and abnormal behavior conscious and 

unconscious influence of behavior, and behavior from the 

conception to the dead.” (Witig, 2001). 

 

 

From that quotation, it shows that psychology is the study that relates human’s 

minds and behavior which concerned about how human can work, behave or 

interact in the situations that they are in. Futhermore, there are several 

psychology issues that happen in real life, one of them is Psychopathic 

personality disorder. 
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“Psychopath is considered as the one who has antisocial 

personality disorder. Generally, the people with the psychopath 

are selfish, they will do everything to get what they want, they 

do not care at all about the effect of their action to others, instead 

of having the guilty feeling with others’ suffering, they do enjoy 

it.” (Cleckley,2006). 

 

From the quotation above, it explain that someone who suffer pscyopathic 

personality consider as antisocial personality disorder. Commonly the people who 

suffer psychopathic personality disorder they do not have guilty feeling, fears, 

selfish and they will do everything to get what they want. Futhermore, Psychopath 

does not only appear in the real life, but also we  can find it in literary field such 

as  movie and novel. Furthermore there is a novel entitled The Collector by Jhon 

Fowles potrayed pscyopathic personality in the main character.  

The Collector  novel  is a debut Novel by John Fowles released in 1963. The 

novel tells the reader about the psychological problem that the main character has 

the name is Frederick Clegg, he had a bad experiance in the past, the issue started 

from his father died when he was two years old and after that his mother left him 

and married to another man. Since his father died and her mother left him alone, 

he lived with his aunt and his uncle and also his causins in his uncle’s house. His 

uncle was the only person who love him or acept him, but when he was fifthteen 

years old his uncle passed away. When his uncle passed away,  Fedrick should 

lived with his aunty and his cousins. He felt uncomfortable with them because his 

aunty never show affection for him like she always unfair between fedrick and her 
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children. After that his aunty and his causins move to Australia, and afterthat he 

lived alone in London. Frederick has a unique hobby he like to collect the 

butterfly, he spent his whole life to collect the butterflies. When he started to work 

in a bank as a teller he often to be a victim of bullying by his friends because of 

his unique hobby,  after that he choose to resign from the bank and he does not 

like to have a social life, further more he baught a new house from playing lottery 

he bought that house was to far from the city. When he was twenty five he falling 

in love with the girl the named is Miranda Grey, he obsessed with Miranda Grey 

becuse he thinks Miranda is like butterfly he wanted to collect Miranda so he tries 

to kidnap Miranda he doing everthing to get what he wants, he manipulates her, 

he lies to her, and also he locks up her so he could stay with her. 

From that strory the writer assumes that the main character  has mental problem 

he has several sympthoms that reflected in psychopathic personality disorder, 

such as he tried to kidnap Miranda because he falling in love with Miranda and he 

want to get closer with her and also he locks up her so he could stay with her, and 

he tried to manipulate her with lying. 

The urgency of the writer to reveal the psychopathic personality disorder in the 

collector novel by describing the causes and sympthoms within Frederick Clegg’s 

character by using psychological approach, since  literary work is one of the 

human facts that describe the story of society and also the character of human. 

Hopefully, this research can be new guidence for new researchers and the readers 

who interesting in a field psychology in literature. As the result, the readers can 

get new information dealing with the issue.  
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1.2 Research Question  

Based on the research background, the writer arranges the research question as 

follow :  

1. What are the causes that makes Frederick Clegg’s suffer Psychopathic 

Personality Disorder? 

2. What are the psychopathic personalities sympthoms reflected in Frederick 

Clegg’s character in The Collector Novel?  

1.3 Research Objective  

Based on the research question, the writer gets a reseach objective of the study as 

follows : 

1. To reveal the causes that make Frederick Clegg suffers from Psychopathic 

Personality Disorder. 

2. To reveal the sympthoms that make Frederick Clegg suffers from 

Psychopathic Personality Disorder. 

1.4 Research Uses 

There are two uses of study, theoretical use and practical use. 

 

1.4.1 Theoretical Use 

Theoretically, this research is expected to support and to contribute the field of 

literary study especially in a novel. So it will be advantageous for the readers who 

are interested in novel and the topic of discussion. Hopefully, this research is able 

to enrich the reader knowledge and to give brief information and understanding 
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about Psychopathic Personality Disorder  issue through The Collector Novel by  

John Fowles. 

1.4.2 Practical Use 

Practically, this research is to give information about Psychopathic Personality 

Disorder in the novel. This research is expected to be reference for reader or 

researcher who needs information about how the content of the novel according to 

the Psychopathic  theory is and how to apply the theory to their relevant research. 

 

1.5 The Scope of Study  

The writer focuses in giving explanation of  Psychopathic Personality Disorder in 

The Collector Novel. Based on the research question, the writer focus on 

analyzing the causes that make the main character suffer Psychopathic Personality 

Disorder, and symptoms of becoming Psycocpathic as seen in Frederick Clegg as 

a major character viewed from psychological perspective. Thus, the approach and 

the theory the writer used psychological approach and Psychopathic Personality 

Disorder theory by Stefan Verstappen, and sharpened the psychopath theory by 

Dr. Robert D. Hare. Because that theory is more affective and suitable for the 

writer to analyze the main character in The Collector novel. 

 


